“How We Helped Close.com Adding $30.2K+
Worth Of Traffic To Their Website (Every Month)”
How does an additional monthly organic traffic value of $30.2K sound to you?

Not too shabby, right?
That’d mean increasing your traffic value by $362.4K a year.
Well, that’s exactly what we did with Close.com (and more).
Just continue reading, and I will share the steps we took to increase Close’s visibility on
Google - especially for their money-generating pages.
What does “Traffic Value” mean?
Simply put: If you'd generate the same amount of traffic ($30.2K) through
Google Ads instead of SEO, you'd have to pay that $ amount to Google
each month. With SEO, you don’t. Even if you would stop investing in
SEO, the traffic would still be there for months or even years to come.

#1 The Challenge
Close.com wanted to promote one of their main products - predictive dialer software.
The main problem they faced was the extremely high cost-per-click (CPC), so Google Ads
wasn’t an option.
No one wants to pay $50, $150, or even $210 per click, right?

→ You're just one step away from increasing your traffic value by $23,377* in just 90 days (that’s our
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With such extremely high CPC, we knew there’s definitely “SEO value” for those search
terms but at the same time maximum SEO competition …
… So, we knew it’d be pretty hard to get them to the top of Google, but since we’re always
open for challenges, we just went for it.

#2 The Solution
Since the content looked good enough to rank in the top #10, we primarily focused on
strategic backlink acquisition.
The rules: Only natural in-content links coming from relevant sites with high Domain
Authority.
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Over a period of 6 months, we’ve built 50+ high-quality dofollow backlinks for Close, all in the
DR60 - DR90+ range. The links you can see in the screenshot above were all built by us.

#3 The Results
Today, Close ranks for all search terms related to “predictive dialer” in the top #10. Their
main keyword on #3 and 160 other closely related search terms are in a similar position.

While the traffic isn’t massive, the traffic value is, and it’s super relevant to the service they
offer too.
Also, it’s just the beginning. The keywords will still climb, and the traffic continues to grow
over time.
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Note: It’s essential to understand that those 50+ backlinks we’ve built are benefiting all
Close’s other pages and blog articles, too (the entire website).
With that said, you need to see backlinks as a website and company asset. The more (good
ones) you have, the better you’ll be off in the future.
Backlinks are just one side of the equation.
Backlinks are still crucial but not everything. If you really want to grow
your business through SEO, we should talk. Let us holistically approach
your (website) needs. This means a customized SEO strategy, traffic
projections, your SEO growth potential, on-page SEO, fresh content, etc.
You know what to do: Book Your Discovery Call Now! (spots are
limited)

Thanks a lot for taking the time and reading this case study. I hope you got something out of
it for your business.
Wishing you a wonderful day!
Cheers,
Burkhard
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